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1 Introduction
The origin of matter-antimatter asymmetry in the universe remains one of the outstanding
problems at the interface of particle physics and cosmology. In recent years, fresh impetus
has been given to this issue by the development of models where gravity plays a key role
in the symmetry breaking dynamics.
The motivation for looking at gravitational leptogenesis1 arises from a critical anal-
ysis of the Sakharov conditions [1] for the generation of matter-antimatter asymmetry in
cosmology. These require models of lepto/baryogenesis to contain (i) a mechanism for
lepton/baryon number violation, (ii) C and CP violation, (iii) non-equilibrium dynam-
ics. Subsequently, it was realised that in a gravitational field, the final criterion may be
replaced by an effective violation of CPT symmetry [2]. Models with C and CP-violating
gravitational couplings introduced by hand in a more or less well-motivated way have also
1In this paper we focus on leptogenesis, although all the theoretical development would transfer immedi-
ately to direct models of gravitational baryogenesis. A lepton-antilepton asymmetry may also be transferred
to a baryon-antibaryon asymmetry by the standard sphaleron mechanism at non-zero temperature [8].
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been proposed to address the second Sakharov condition (see e.g. ref. [3] for a review). An
important example is the interaction ∂µRJ
µ, where Jµ is the lepton current, introduced
in the model of ref. [4]. Here, the time derivative of the Ricci scalar, R˙, may act as a
chemical potential for lepton number, inducing a lepton-antilepton asymmetry at non-zero
temperature.
On the other hand, it is known that in quantum field theory in curved spacetime,
quantum loop effects induce effective violations of the strong equivalence principle in the
sense that the corresponding effective Lagrangian contains interaction terms which depend
explicitly on the curvature, such as RµνρσF
µνF ρσ or Rµνψ¯γ
µDνψ [5, 6]. The question
naturally arises whether we can use this mechanism of radiatively-induced strong equiva-
lence violation to automatically generate curvature interactions relevant for leptogenesis.
Moreover, a better understanding of the mechanism — especially of the role of the discrete
symmetries C, P and T and the key combinations CP and CPT — should provide a guide to
the properties of BSM models necessary for gravitational leptogenesis to work. The purpose
of this paper is to develop a better theoretical understanding of these fundamental issues.
We should be clear to distinguish two interpretations of “symmetry breaking” in this
context. First there is the question of whether the full terms arising in the effective La-
grangian, including the curvature, are invariant under the symmetries of the original theory;
in particular, whether discrete symmetries present at tree level may be violated by quantum
loop effects. For example, we may ask whether an interaction of the form ∂µRψ¯γ
µψ, which
is CP odd, can arise from a CP-conserving tree-level action. We refer to this as “anomalous
symmetry breaking”. For this, we require a careful discussion of the realisation of discrete
symmetries in a spinor theory in curved spacetime.
However, at a given point in spacetime where the background curvature takes a fixed
value, the effective Lagrangian resembles the Lorentz and CPT-violating actions proposed
by Kostelecky and collaborators [7], with the background field curvature playing the role
of coupling constants for potentially C, CP or CPT-violating operators. For example, the
Lorentz-violating Dirac action contains a term aµψ¯γ
µψ where the coupling constant aµ mul-
tiplies an operator which is CPT odd. It follows that in a fixed background, the radiatively-
induced curvature interactions may effectively violate these discrete symmetries, giving rise
to phenomenological effects comparable to those in explicit Lorentz-violating theories. We
will refer to this as “environmental symmetry breaking” to emphasise the distinction.
Although we are primarily motivated by possible applications to leptogenesis, the paper
is also concerned with more general theoretical issues related to quantum loop effects
in spinor field theories in curved spacetime, especially gravitational effects on neutrino
propagation. In fact, these are closely related since any gravity-induced change in the
neutrino dispersion relation which distinguishes between left and right-handed fermions
would induce a matter-antimatter asymmetry.
The paper is organised as follows. In section 2, we present a fully covariant derivation
of the dispersion relation for Dirac fermions propagating in curved spacetime, in the frame-
work of the eikonal approximation. Establishing and understanding this requires a careful
treatment of the role of local inertial frames and the spin connection, so we begin with
an extended discussion of the geometry of spinors in curved spacetime. This discussion
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sharpens our critique of a number of proposals in the literature, in particular the suggestion
in refs. [9–11] that leptogenesis can arise simply through the coupling of neutrinos to the
spin connection in the tree-level Dirac action.
Section 3 contains our main analysis of the effective violation of the strong equivalence
principle by quantum loops in the case of neutrinos in the standard model. We determine
the one-loop effective Lagrangian, emphasising the importance of using a complete basis of
hermitian operators, by matching coefficients with explicit Feynman diagram calculations
in a weak background field. This generalises earlier work on neutrino propagation in curved
spacetime by Ohkuwa [6].
We then analyse in some detail the discrete symmetry properties of the operators
arising in the effective Lagrangian. We verify that in this model, only CP even operators
arise, respecting the symmetries of the original tree-level action. There is no evidence,
even in curved spacetime, for an anomalous violation of C, CP or CPT symmetry at the
quantum loop level. In particular, a CP-violating interaction ∂µR νRγ
µνL of the type
required by the Davoudiasl et al. model of leptogenesis [4] does not arise through radiative
corrections in the CP-conserving sector of the standard model. We conclude that such
curvature interactions would only arise in theories in which some CP violation is already
present in the original Lagrangian.
Applications of strong equivalence violating curvature interactions in gravitational lep-
togenesis generally rely either on identifying an interaction as analogous to a chemical
potential for lepton number or inferring a splitting in energy levels for particles and an-
tiparticles through dispersion relations. With this motivation, in section 4 we study in
some detail the dispersion relations arising from the operators which appear in the effec-
tive Lagrangian of section 3, also including the CP-violating operator described above. The
occurrence of a hierarchy of scales when curvature interactions are present requires some
generalisation of the eikonal approximation discussed in section 2. This also allows us to
determine the quantum loop corrections to the neutrino dispersion relation in the stan-
dard model, verifying the result of [6] that the low-frequency phase velocity for massless
neutrinos is superluminal for backgrounds satisfying the null-energy condition.
Finally, in section 5, we summarise our conclusions and discuss the implication of the
theoretical issues raised in our work to models which attempt to generate matter-antimatter
asymmetry through gravitational leptogenesis.
2 Inertial frames and spinors
2.1 Spinor formalism in curved spacetime
In this section we give a brief review of the main elements of the spinor formalism in
curved spacetime we need in the paper (see [12, 13] for a more complete account). In a
general background, Lorentz transformations can only be realised locally in the tangent
plane at each spacetime point. This is achieved by introducing an orthonormal basis {e(a)µ }
satisfying
ηab = e
µ
(a)e
ν
(b)gµν . (2.1)
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Here, Greek indices label coordinate basis components and Latin indices label the different
vierbein basis vectors a = 0, 1, 2, 3. Lorentz transformations are defined as any transfor-
mation of the vierbein
eµ(a)(x)→ e′µ(a)(x) = Λ(x) ba eµ(b)(x), (2.2)
with
Λ(x) = exp
(
−1
2
Ωab(x)M
ab
)
(2.3)
which preserves the relation (2.1), where Mab form a basis for the fundamental representa-
tion of the Lorentz algebra. Thus the vierbein provides a rectangular frame on which one
can perform local boosts and rotations.
Now that we have formulated Lorentz transformations, we can introduce particles in
the spin-1/2 representation of the Lorentz group. Since the Lorentz transformations are
local, this necessitates the introduction of a gauge connection or spin-connection ωµ in the
spinor representation of the Lorentz algebra
ωµ = ω
ab
µ σab, (2.4)
where σab = i2 [γ
a, γb]. The covariant derivative is then defined by
Dµψ =
(
∂µ − i
4
ωabµ σab
)
ψ, (2.5)
which transforms in the same way as ψ under SO(1,3) transformations:
ψ(x)→ exp
(
− i
2
Ωab(x)σ
ab
)
ψ(x) ≡ D[Λ(x)]ψ(x), (2.6)
provided that the spin connection transforms as
ωµab → Λ ca Λ db ωµcd + Λ ca ∂µΛbc . (2.7)
Defining γµ = eµ(a)γ
a, one can construct a Lorentz invariant Dirac action
L = ψ¯ (iγµDµ −m)ψ. (2.8)
One can find a relation between the spin-connection ωabµ , vierbein and Christoffel symbols
in the following way. Consider a vector X. We have that
∇X = (∇µXν) dxµ ⊗ ∂ν (2.9)
=
(
∂µX
ν + ΓνλµX
λ
)
dxµ ⊗ ∂ν . (2.10)
We can also write the derivative in the vierbein basis ∇X = (∇µXa) dxµ⊗e(a), which after
a little algebra leads to the relation
∇X =
(
∂µX
ν + eν(a)∂µe
(a)
λ X
λ + eν(a)e
(b)
λ (ωµ)
a
bX
λ
)
dxµ ⊗ ∂ν . (2.11)
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In order for the expressions (2.10) and (2.11) to agree, we must have
(ωµ)
a
b = e
(a)
ν
(
∂µe
ν
(b) + Γ
ν
σµe
σ
(b)
)
. (2.12)
With regard to notation, we will use Dµ to denote the derivative which is both a GL4(R)
and SO(1, 3) tensor. Its action on the vierbein is defined by
Dµe
(a)
ν = ∂µe
(a)
ν − Γσνµe(a)σ − (ωµ)abe(b)ν , (2.13)
so that (2.12) is equivalent to the condition
Dµe
(a)
ν = 0. (2.14)
We will use ∇µeaν to denote the derivative which is a GL4(R) tensor, but not a SO(1, 3)
tensor:
∇µeν(a) = ∂µeν(a) + Γνσµeσ(a) . (2.15)
This allows the relation (2.12) to be written in a more compact form as
(ωµ)
a
b = e
(a)
ν ∇µeν(b). (2.16)
In the next section we introduce the concept of a non-accelerating vierbein frame, and
use this together with the relation (2.16) to show how the spin connection must vanish at
the origin of such a frame and hence that the Dirac equation satisfies the strong equiva-
lence principle.
2.2 Inertial frames
In flat space, the Cartesian tetrad has constant components along any curve, and thus
defines an inertial tetrad throughout spacetime. In curved space, an “inertial” tetrad can
only be defined in the neighbourhood of a specific reference point corresponding to the
inertial observer. The covariant generalisation of “constant components” along a curve is
parallel transport.
We construct an inertial frame about a given point p as follows. Choose any orthonor-
mal tetrad {eµ(a)(p)} at p and define the vierbein at a point q in the neighbourhood of p
by parallel transport of the vierbein along the unique2 geodesic connecting p and q (see
figure 1). It is now easy to see that the spin connection must vanish at p. Let V µ be any
tangent vector at p. Since the vierbein is parallely transported along the geodesic through
p tangent to V µ we have
V µωcdµ (p) = e
(c)
ν V
µ∇µe(d)ν(p) = 0, (2.17)
but V µ was arbitrary and so we have ωabµ (p) = 0.
3 The existence of a local inertial frame
is guaranteed by the assumption that the spacetime is Riemannian, the mathematical
2We are only interested in a small neighbourhood about p in which the geodesic is unique.
3Notice the derivative here gives an SO(1,3) gauge fixing, and should not be confused with the one in
the equation Dµe
(a)
ν = 0, which is SO(1,3) invariant.
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Figure 1. The vierbein is defined in the neighbourhood of p by parallel transport along all curves
emanating from p.
realisation of the weak equivalence principle. The physical interpretation is that parallel
transport ensures the vierbein, which may be thought of as a set of measuring rods, is not
accelerating as it approaches p. For a given geodesic through p with tangent vector uµ,
one can define an acceleration 4-vector aµ(a) for each member of the vierbein
u · ∇e(a)µ = a(a)µ . (2.18)
It is then easy to see that our prescription simply imposes the condition that the 4-
acceleration of any measuring rod is zero as the tetrad falls towards p. Put another way, it
means that only observers whose “measuring rods” are accelerating will measure the spin
connection at p.
Another way to understand the parallel transport condition is to set up Riemann
normal coordinates centered on p. In these coordinates Γσρµ (p) = 0 and so the condition
∇e(a)(p) = 0 is simply
∂µe
(a)(p) = 0. (2.19)
In other words, observers with inertial coordinates perceive the inertial vierbein to have
constant components in an infinitesimal neighbourhood of p. It is now easy to see that for
an inertial tetrad the Dirac equation satisfies
L = ψ¯ (i /D −m)ψ → ψ¯ (i/∂ −m)ψ, (2.20)
at p. This satisfies the strong equivalence principle, viz. it reduces to its special relativistic
form in an inertial frame. As we have seen, this corresponds to the requirement that the
curved space Lagrangian involves only the connection, with no explicit curvature terms.
We will see how this is affected by quantum corrections later in the paper.
We should also mention that one can define an inertial vierbein along a curve γ as-
sociated to a geodesic observer with tangent vector uµ by choosing e(0) = u (with the
normalisation u2 = 1) and defining e(i) in the neighborhood by parallel transport along
spacelike geodesics normal to γ. This fixes the SO(1,3) gauge in the normal convex neigh-
bourhood of γ. One can then define an inertial set of coordinates xµˆ around γ in which
the Christoffel symbols vanish along γ, i.e. Γρˆµˆνˆ(γ) = 0. Physically this corresponds to a
freely falling observer carrying a gyroscopic set of measuring rods. The full mathematical
formulation of this concept is Fermi normal coordinates as discussed at length in [14].
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Figure 2. An illustration of the eikonal approximation. The wavelength λ is much less than typical
curvature scales L, so that solutions locally resemble plane waves.
2.3 Particle propagation and the Dirac equation
In curved spacetime, familiar Minkowski space concepts such as particle momenta and
trajectories, spin states and dispersion relations are no longer directly applicable and their
generalisation requires a subtle and careful analysis of the Dirac equation and its relation
to the underlying geometry. Our starting point is the Dirac equation in curved spacetime(
i /D −m)ψ = 0. (2.21)
In flat space, particles are identified with plane waves, but the curved space Dirac equation
will not in general admit such solutions. However, in a kinematical regime where the
curvature scale is relatively long compared to the wavelength, we can find solutions which
locally resemble plane waves and thus exhibit particle-like properties.
To construct these quasi-plane wave solutions, we use an eikonal approach familiar
from geometric optics in curved space [15, 16]. These solutions are characterised by a
wavelength λ = 1/|k|  L where kµ is the wave-vector and L is the scale over which the
amplitude varies (see figure 2).
Two other scales enter the analysis — the Compton wavelength of the Dirac particle
λc = 1/m and the curvature scale 1/
√R, where R represents the size of a typical curvature
tensor component. We need to decide from the outset how these relate to the hierarchy of
scales λ, L. Since in the flat-space limit we want to recover the standard dispersion relation
k2 −m2 = 0, we should clearly take λc  L. We also identify 1/
√R with L, since it is
the background gravitational field that determines the scale over which the amplitude of
the quasi-plane waves will vary. If we were to take the curvature scale 1/
√R comparable
to λc or λ, the solutions would no longer resemble plane waves and we would lose any
interpretation in terms of particle states carrying definite momenta.
In the eikonal approximation, we split the solutions into a rapidly-varying phase Θ(x)
and a slowly-varying amplitude A(s) (s = 1,2) multiplying basis spinors u(s) (or v(s) for the
corresponding antiparticle solutions), i.e.
ψ(x) = A(s)(x)u(s)(x)e−iΘ(x)/, (2.22)
where
A(s)(x) = a(s)(x)− ib(s)(x)− c(s)(x)2 + . . . (2.23)
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The book-keeping parameter  ([15, 16]), which is finally set to 1, identifies the order of the
associated quantities in powers of the parameter λ/L. We then solve the equation order by
order in an expansion in powers of . To implement the condition λc  L automatically,
we should also take the mass m→ m/ in the Dirac equation (2.21).
The simplest way to derive the key results, and to compare with previous analyses of
the Maxwell equation and photon propagation [17], is to square the Dirac equation and
consider the wave equation (
D2 +
m2
2
− 1
4
R
)
ψ = 0 . (2.24)
Notice that the Ricci scalar arises from the identity
[Dµ, Dν ]ψ =
1
4
Rµνρσγ
ργσψ (2.25)
and gamma matrix manipulations. Now insert the eikonal ansatz (2.22), (2.23) into (2.24)
and identify kµ = ∂µΘ as the wave-vector, which is orthogonal to the wavefronts of constant
phase Θ. Collecting terms of the same order in , we find a solution by satisfying the
following equations sequentially for k2, a(s) and b(s):
O(1/2) :
(
k2 −m2) a · u = 0 (2.26)
O(1/) : − [2k ·D + (D · k)] a · u+ (k2 −m2) b · u = 0 (2.27)
O(1) :
(
D2 − 1
4
R
)
a · u− [2k ·D + (D · k)] b · u+ (k2 −m2) c · u = 0, (2.28)
where a · u is a shorthand for a(s)u(s) with no sum on s. Equation (2.26) recovers the
expected dispersion relation
k2 −m2 = 0. (2.29)
To understand the geometric significance of the second equation, consider the congruence
defined by the tangent vectors kˆµ = gµνkν/m. These curves, which are timelike geodesics,
are identified as the particle trajectories in curved space. The geodesic property follows
immediately from (2.29) by taking a covariant derivative, and using the identity∇[µkν] = 0,
giving the geodesic equation
kµ∇µkν = 0. (2.30)
Defining Ωµν = ∇µkˆν , we may identify the optical scalars θ (expansion), σ (shear) and ω
(twist) of the congruence as
Ωµν =
1
3
θPµν + σµν + ωµν , (2.31)
where we define the projection operator for the hypersurfaces of constant phase by
Pµν = gµν − kˆµkˆν , (2.32)
and where
θ = Ωµµ, (2.33)
σµν = Ω(µν) −
1
3
θPµν , (2.34)
ωµν = Ω[µν]. (2.35)
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The congruence is twist-free (and therefore surface-forming) by virtue of the fact that kµ is
a gradient, so∇[µkν] = 0. The divergence measures the rate of expansion of the congruence,
ω measures the tendency of the congruence to twist and the shear σ corresponds to geodesics
moving apart in one direction and together in the orthogonal direction, whilst preserving
the cross-sectional area.
Given k2 = m2, it follows that the O(1/) equation (2.27) becomes
[2k ·D + (D · k)] a(s)u(s) = 0. (2.36)
If we choose a solution in which the basis spinors u(s) are paralelly transported:
k ·Du(s) = 0, (2.37)
the equation (2.36) becomes
kˆ ·Da(s) = −1
2
θa(s), (2.38)
which shows that at leading order the amplitude is governed geometrically by the expansion
rate of the geodesic congruence. The O(1) equation (2.28) then determines the sub-leading
amplitude correction b(s) in terms of a(s), and so on.
So far, our results are independent of a particular choice of frame. Now, choose a
particular timelike geodesic γ within the congruence and imagine a co-moving observer
freely-falling with the particle along this trajectory, measuring the evolution of its spin
polarization. The observer is equipped with an inertial vierbein, where we identify the
timelike vierbein component eµ(0) with kˆ
µ and demand that the spatial vierbein vectors eµ(i)
are parallel transported in the neighbourhood of γ. In this inertial frame the connection
vanishes along the trajectory,
ωµab|γ = 0 . (2.39)
Equations (2.37), (2.38) then simplify and we have
kµ∂µu
(s)|γ = 0 (2.40)
showing that in this inertial frame the basis spinors are constant along the trajectory, while
the amplitude satisfies
kµ∂µa
(s)|γ = −1
2
θa(s) . (2.41)
Several key points need to be emphasised here:
(i) in the eikonal approximation, we recover a particle interpretation even in curved
space, with Dirac particles propagating along timelike geodesics;
(ii) the connection does not appear in the dispersion relation which, within the eikonal
approximation, is identical to its flat space form consistent with the weak and strong
equivalence principles;
(iii) the spin polarisation is parallel propagated along the trajectory, and is constant
viewed in an inertial frame;
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(iv) the wave amplitude (particle density) is governed by the expansion optical scalar θ
of the associated geodesic congruence;
(v) the curvature only affects the amplitude, not the dispersion relation, and only at
higher order in the eikonal approximation as given by (2.28).
While this reveals the essential physics, and allows an easy comparison with photon
propagation, a more rigorous treatment demands that we solve the Dirac equation itself in
this framework rather than just the associated wave equation (2.24). This was first carried
out by Audretsch [18] and we present a simplified version of his analysis here.
Acting with the Dirac operator on the eikonal ansatz (2.42) and collecting terms of
the same order in  as before, this time we find
O(1/) : (/k −m) a · u = 0 (2.42)
O(1) : /Da · u− (/k −m) b · u = 0 (2.43)
O() : /Db · u− (/k −m) c · u = 0 . (2.44)
The first equation is now an algebraic matrix equation and the existence of a non-trivial
solution requires
det (/k −m) = 0 (2.45)
from which we recover the original dispersion relation k2 −m2 = 0. Taking the hermitian
conjugate of (2.42), we see from left multiplying (2.43) by u¯(s) that
u¯(s) /D
(
a(s)u(s)
)
= 0 . (2.46)
As before we want to choose basis spinors u(s) which satisfy the normalisation
u¯(r)γµu(s) = kˆµδrs (2.47)
and the parallel propagation property
kˆµDµu
(s) = 0 . (2.48)
One possible choice is4
u(1) =
(
E +m
2m
)1/2

1
0
k(3)
E+m
k(1)+ik(2)
E+m

, u(2) =
(
E +m
2m
)1/2

0
1
k(1)−ik(2)
E+m
− k(3)E+m

, (2.49)
4It can be most easily checked that these satisfy these two conditions by evaluating in the rest frame of
the particle where k(i) = 0 and using the fact they are SO(1,3) tensor identities.
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with
E = kµe(0)µ , k
(i) = kµe(i)µ . (2.50)
Taking a covariant derivative of (2.47) gives
u¯(r) /Du(s) =
1
2
θδrs, (2.51)
so that expanding (2.46) as
u¯(r)γµu(s)Dµa
(s) + a(s)u¯(r) /Du(s) = 0 (2.52)
and substituting (2.47) and (2.51) gives the evolution of the amplitude as before:
kµDµa
(s) = −1
2
θa(s). (2.53)
Finally, we should perhaps emphasise that while this shows that the dispersion relation
is independent of the spin connection in the free Dirac Lagrangian, it does not mean that
the gravitational field has no influence the dynamics of the fermion’s spin. Indeed, Au-
dretsch [18] has analysed the propagation of the fermion current ψ¯γµψ in more detail, using
a Gordon decomposition into a ‘convection current’ −iψ¯←→Dµψ and a ‘spin magnetisation cur-
rent’ (ψ¯σµνψ);ν . At leading order in the eikonal expansion, the convection current follows
the timelike geodesic defined by kˆµ (at higher order there are tidal curvature corrections),
while the spin motion is defined by parallel propagation.
2.4 Dispersion relations and covariance
This analysis allows us to understand better a number of proposals in the literature aimed at
exploiting a background gravitational field to induce baryo/leptogenesis through modified
dispersion relations.
In a series of papers, Mukhopadhay and others [9–11] have looked for consequences of
rewriting the Dirac Lagrangian in the suggestive form
L = ψ¯ (i /D −m)ψ (2.54)
= ψ¯ (iγa∂a −m)ψ +Baψ¯γaγ5ψ (2.55)
in a vierbein frame, where
Bd = abcd (ωbc)a , (2.56)
and where (ωbc)a = e
µ
(a) (ωbc)µ is the projection of the spin connection onto the vierbein
basis. Since ψ¯γaγ5ψ is the spin current, it appears that in a frame where Ba is constant,
this term acts as a chemical potential which in a theory of neutrinos would induce a
particle-antiparticle asymmetry. To establish this, it is claimed [3, 9–11, 19, 20] that the
dispersion relation can be obtained from (2.55) by considering plane wave solutions of the
form5 exp(ip · x) giving rise to
(pa ±Ba)2 = m2 (2.57)
for the left and right-handed particles respectively.
5In fact, this solution has no real meaning in general relativity as p · x = pµxµ, or paxa, is not a well
defined object except in Minkowski space. In relativity, pµ lives in the tangent plane, but xµ is just an
element of the coordinate chart (not a vector) and so it makes no sense to define an “inner product” between
the two.
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However, as we have seen, the true dispersion relations are established in covariant
form p2 = m2. In contrast, equation (2.57) is not covariant, since Ba does not transform
as a tensor under the SO(1,3) Lorentz transformations e(a) → Λ ba e(b), but rather as
Ba → ΛabBb + ΛabΛcdεbgdf∂fΛcg . (2.58)
Another way to see Ba is not an SO(1,3) tensor is to note that we can always make it vanish
at a point by p by choosing an inertial vierbein there. Since tensors are either always zero
at a point or never zero there, it cannot be a Lorentz tensor.
We conclude, therefore, that equation (2.57) is not a valid dispersion relation and has
no consequence for gravitational leptogenesis. More generally, any leptogenesis model which
requires the non-vanishing of the spin connection (e.g. treating Ba as a chemical potential),
depends on working in a non-inertial, accelerating vierbein where Ba 6= 0. But this is giving
information purely on the nature of the acceleration, not revealing the intrinsic covariant
physics. While in some situations it is appropriate to consider non-inertial observers, for
cosmological applications the appropriate frame in which to measure lepton density is that
of an inertial comoving observer. Thus the free Dirac Lagrangian in curved spacetime does
not give rise to gravitational leptogenesis.
We should point out, however, that our conclusions apply to Riemannian spacetimes,
where the weak equivalence principle holds and the connection vanishes in local inertial
frames. Non-Riemannian geometry, spacetimes with torsion, or string backgrounds with
additional antisymmetric and dilaton background fields in addition to the metric [21] may
still present interesting generalisations of the picture presented in the last section.
3 Radiatively induced SEP violation
We now turn to the main topic of this paper, radiatively induced strong equivalence break-
ing and the realisation of discrete symmetries. Once again, our main focus is on potential
applications to gravitational leptogenesis. We are therefore especially interested in the
automatic generation by quantum loop effects of operators such as ∂µRψ¯γ
µψ introduced
by hand in the model of Davoudiasl et al. [4] as a C and CP-violating source of matter-
antimatter symmetry.
The essential physics behind this effective violation of the strong equivalence principle
is readily understood. At the quantum loop level, a particle no longer propagates as a
point-like object but is screened by the virtual cloud of particles appearing in its self-energy
Feynman diagram [5, 6, 22, 23]. As a result, it acquires an effective size characterised by
the Compton wavelength of the virtual particles, causing it to experience gravitational
tidal forces through its coupling to the background curvature. Particle propagation at the
quantum loop level is therefore described by a mean field ψ whose dynamics are described
by the effective action Γ, which gives rise to the quantum-corrected equations of motion
δΓ
δψ¯
= 0. (3.1)
As discussed above, many models of gravitational leptogenesis consider interactions of
neutrinos with background curvature [3, 4, 19, 20]. It is therefore interesting to perform a
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Figure 3. Neutrino Self Energies
thorough investigation of the effective action for neutrinos propagating in a gravitational
background. In this section, we examine the effect of quantum loops on the neutrino
dispersion relation, and give a careful discussion of C, P and CP symmetries of the 1-loop
effective action.
Since we are interested in the propagation of neutrinos, we consider processes of the
form shown in figure 3.
The relevant parts of the SM lagrangian, with massless neutrinos, are:
LEW =
√−g
[
− 1
4
gµρgνσ
(
2W−µνW
+
ρσ + ZµνZρσ
)
+ gµν
(
M2WW
−
µ W
+
ν +
1
2
M2ZZµZν
)
+ e¯ (iγ ·D −me) e+ ν¯Riγ ·DνL
g√
2
(
ν¯Rγ ·W+eL + h.c
)− g
2 cos θW
ν¯Rγ · ZνL
]
, (3.2)
where
cos2 θW =
g2
g′2 + g2
, mW = cos θWmZ (3.3)
and g and g′ are SU(2) and U(1) gauge couplings respectively and Wµν , Zµν are the W
and Z field strengths. Since there are no infrared divergences in the relevant Feynman
diagrams and the electron mass contributes only at O(me/mW ), it has no qualitative effect
on our analysis and may be neglected.
3.1 Hermiticity
Since we are interested in the free propagation of neutrinos, we need only consider those
parts of the effective action quadratic in the mean neutrino field, so that the equations
of motion are linear in ν. We construct the effective action for operators up to third
order in derivatives by demanding that it is consistent with general covariance and local
Lorentz invariance. This is achieved by constructing all possible neutrino bilinears from
the contraction of curvature tensors R,Rµν etc. with gamma matrices and neutrino spinors
up to the required number of derivatives. Up to third order in derivatives the following set
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of operators covers all possible combinations:6
∂µRν¯Rγ
µνL, Rν¯R /DνL, Rµν ν¯Rγ
µDννL, ν¯RD
2 /DνL, ν¯R /DD
2νL, ν¯RDµ /DD
µνL,
(3.4)
where
νL =
1− γ5
2
ν, ν¯R = ν¯
1 + γ5
2
. (3.5)
One might think that it is possible to construct operators from the Riemann tensor Rµνρσ.
However the only possible combinations up to third order in derivatives are of the form
Rµνρσν¯Rγ
µγνγρDσνL, (3.6)
and so on, since they must involve only an odd number of gamma matrices, but using the
Dirac algebra, and in particular the identities Rµ[νρσ] = 0 and
γµγνγλ = gµνγλ + gνλγµ − gµλγν − iεσµνλγσγ5, (3.7)
it is straighforward to show that these reduce to linear combinations of the operators
in (3.4). Finally using the identity
[Dµ, Dν ] νL =
1
4
Rµνρσγ
ργσνL (3.8)
it can be shown that the final two terms in (3.4) give a contribution to the action which is
a linear combination of other operators:∫
d4x
√−g (ν¯RDµ /DDµνL)=∫ d4x√−g [1
2
Rµν ν¯RγµDννL+
1
4
∂µRν¯Rγ
µνL+ν¯RD
2 /DνL
]
(3.9)∫
d4x
√−g (ν¯R /DD2νL)=∫ d4x√−g [1
4
∂µRν¯Rγ
µνL+ν¯RD
2 /DνL
]
. (3.10)
In summary then, the list of linearly independent bilinears reduces to
∂µRν¯Rγ
µνL, Rν¯R /DνL, Rµν ν¯Rγ
µDννL, ν¯RiD
2 /DνL, (3.11)
and so the most general form of the effective action is
Γ =
∫
d4x
√
−g(x)
[
ν¯Ri /DνL + α1∂µRν¯Rγ
µνL + α2iRν¯R /DνL
+ α3ν¯RRµνγ
µiDννL + α4ν¯RiD
2 /DνL
]
, (3.12)
where the αi can in general be complex. In order to respect the hermiticity of the full
electroweak theory, we must demand that the effective action is hermitian and impose
Γ† = Γ. (3.13)
6With only left-handed neutrinos, there are no dimension 5 operators, since operators of the form Rν¯RνL
or ν¯RD
2νL vanish trivially.
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At this point our analysis improves on that of Ohkuwa [6] who did not impose the re-
quirement of hermiticity in constructing the effective action. The first operator in (3.11)
is hermitian but the remaining operators are not. They have the following hermiticity
properties:∫
d4x
√−g (Rν¯Ri /DνL)† = ∫ d4x√−g [Rν¯Ri /DνL + i∂µRν¯RγµνL] , (3.14)∫
d4x
√−g (Rµν ν¯RγµiDννL)† =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
Rµν ν¯Rγ
µiDννL +
1
2
i∂µRν¯Rγ
µνL
]
, (3.15)∫
d4x
√−g (ν¯RiD2 /DνL)† = ∫ d4x√−g [ν¯RiD2 /DνL + 1
4
i∂µRν¯Rγ
µνL
]
. (3.16)
We now use these properties and impose the condition (3.13) to get relations among the
αi. We find that all the coefficients are all real, with the exception of α1, whose imaginary
part must satisfy
Im(α1) =
1
2
α2 +
1
4
α3 +
1
8
α4. (3.17)
Hence with a suitable redefinition of the effective coefficients the most general form of the
effective action is
Γ =
∫
dnx
√
−g(x)
[
ν¯Ri /DνL + iaν¯R
(
2Rµνγ
µDν +
1
2
∂µRγ
µ
)
νL
+ b∂µRν¯Rγ
µνL
+ icν¯R
(
2R /D + ∂µRγ
µ
)
νL
+ idν¯R
(
2D2 /D +
1
4
∂µRγ
µ
)
νL
]
. (3.18)
The operators
Sa =
∫
dnx
√
−g(x) iν¯R
[
2Rµνγ
µDν +
1
2
∂µRγ
µ
]
νL (3.19)
Sb =
∫
dnx
√
−g(x) ∂µRν¯RγµνL (3.20)
Sc =
∫
dnx
√
−g(x) iν¯R
[
2R /D + ∂µRγ
µ
]
νL (3.21)
Sd =
∫
dnx
√
−g(x) iν¯R
[
2D2 /D +
1
4
∂µRγ
µ
]
νL (3.22)
which appear in Γ, therefore form a complete set of linearly independent hermitian opera-
tors up to third order in derivatives.7
7Notice that instead of Sa, Sc and Sd, we could alternatively have used the following basis of inde-
pendently hermitian operators: iRµν ν¯Rγ
µ←→D ννL, iRν¯R
←→
/D νL and i (Dµν¯R)
←→
/DDµνL, but these are less
convenient for the subsequent application to the matching conditions and equations of motion.
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3.2 Discrete symmetries
Since the discrete spacetime symmetries P and T single out particular directions in space-
time, we assume the existence of a vector basis with a timelike vector e(0) and spacelike
vectors e(i) which define spatial and temporal directions at each point x in the manifold.
We can then define P and T transformations locally at each point x by:
P : Pe(a)(x)P−1 = (−)ae(a)(x), Pν(x)P−1 = γ0ν(x), (3.23)
T : T e(a)(x)T −1 = −(−)ae(a)(x), T ν(x)T −1 = Bν(x), (3.24)
C : Cν(x)C−1 = C (ν¯)T (x), (3.25)
where the notion (−)a is a shorthand defined by
(−)0 = 1, (−)i = −1, i = 1, 2, 3. (3.26)
The matrices satisfy B†γa∗B = (−1)aγa and B†B = 1, CγµC−1 = −γµ and CT = −C,
and T complex conjugates any complex numbers. This has the consequence that tensor
quantities T a1...am transform as
T a1...am(x) 7→ (±1)m (−)a1 · · · (−)amT a1...am(x) (3.27)
where the plus and minus sign correspond to P and T respectively. In particular, since we
want Dµψ to transform like ∂µψ under P and T , it is easy to check that identifying the
vector basis above with the vierbein ensures the connection part
Γc ψ = − i
4
ωabc σabψ, (3.28)
(and hence Dµψ) transforms like ∂µψ under P and T.
Notice that the arguments of the operators do not transoform as (t, ~x)→ (t,−~x), under
P etc. as they do in flat space. The reason is that in flat space, the object xµ is playing the
role of a vector (rather than a coordinate) so that (t, ~x)→ (t,−~x) should be thought of as
an action on the tangent plane, rather than on coordinates. With an understanding of this
subtlety, the generalisation to curved space is immediate, and one sees that P and T are
only well-defined as actions on vectors in the tangent plane. For example, in the case of a
scalar field, the object ∂µφ(x) should be thought of as a vector in the tangent plane at x,
which transforms according to (3.27).
We summarise the C, P, CP and CPT properties of the effective operators in a table 1.
A full derivation of these results can be found in appendix B: we see that with the exception
of Lb = ∂µRν¯Rγ
µνL (which importantly is CP odd) all the operators respect the CP, T and
CPT symmetries of the tree-level EW Lagrangian. It is thus of great interest to investigate
the possibility that the CP violating operator Lb is radiatively generated by quantum loop
effects. This is particularly pertinent in light of the suggestion by Davoudiasl et al. [4] that
effectively generated C and CP-violating operators such as
Lint ∼ ∂µRψ¯γµψ, (3.29)
give a chemical potential of the form µ ∼ R˙ resulting in a gravitationally induced lepton
or baryon asymmetry.
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∫
d4x
√−g ν¯Ri /DνL Sa,c,d Sb
P L↔ R L↔ R L↔ R
T +1 +1 −1
C L↔ R L↔ R − (L↔ R)
CP +1 +1 −1
CPT +1 +1 +1
Table 1. Discrete symmetry properties of effective operators.
3.3 Matching
We now calculate the coefficients of the curvature terms in the effective action by matching
with explicit weak-field Feynman diagram calculations. Since the effective couplings are
independent of the choice of geometry, we are free to perform the matching on the most
convenient background, providing it is of sufficient generality to distinguish the various
terms in the action. The matching is greatly simplified by choosing a conformally flat metric
gµν = Kηµν , (3.30)
and conformally rescaled fields
e = K−(n−1)/4e˜, Zµ = K−(n−4)/4Z˜µ, (3.31)
and similarly for the other fields. In terms of the conformally rescaled fields, the Lagrangian
becomes
LEW =LMaxwell + ηµνK
(
M2W W˜
−
µ W˜
+
ν +
1
2
M2ZZ˜µZ˜ν
)
+ ¯˜ei/∂e˜+ ¯˜νRiγ /∂ν˜L
+
g√
2
K−(n−4)/4
(
¯˜νR /˜W
+
e˜L + h.c
)
− g
2 cos θW
K−(n−4)/4 ¯˜νR /˜Zν˜L, (3.32)
where
LMaxwell = ηµρηνσ
[
− 1
4
Z˜µνZ˜ρσ
+
(n− 4)
8
K−1
(
∂µK · Z˜ν − ∂νK · Z˜µ
)
Z˜ρσ
− (n− 4)
2
64
K−2
(
∂µK · Z˜ν − ∂νK · Z˜µ
)(
∂ρK · Z˜σ − ∂σK · Z˜ρ
)
+ (similar term for W˜±)
]
, (3.33)
with Z˜µν = ∂µZ˜ν − ∂µZ˜ν . We match by considering
K = 1 + h, (3.34)
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p p′
q
Figure 4. Graviton diagrams. The dashed line denotes momentum space contribution from
classical graviton. The internal lines denote either W and e or Z and ν.
and demanding that the full and effective theories give the same amplitudes at linear order
in the classical graviton h. There are 3 diagrams linear in h shown in figure 4. We use pµ
and p′µ to denote the incoming and outgoing neutrino momenta, and qµ = pµ−p′µ to label
the graviton momentum. The first of these gives an amplitude of the form8
iM1 =
(
iM2
)
(−ig0)2
∫
dnk
(2pi)n
i
(p− k)2 −M2
iγµ/kγ
µ
k2
i
(p− k − q)2 −M2
=
ig20
(4pi)2M2
(
1
2
/qM
2 − /pM2 + 1
6
q2/q +
1
6
p2/q − 2
9
p · q/q − 5
18
q2/p+
1
3
p · q/p− 1
3
p2/p
)
+O
(
p5
M4
)
. (3.35)
The second diagram gives
iM2 =
(
ie
(n− 4)
4
h
)
(−ie)
∫
dnk
(2pi)n
i
(k − p)2 −M2
iγµ/kγ
µ
k2
n→4
= i
g20
2(4pi)2
/p, (3.36)
where the (n− 4) conformal factor from the graviton vertex combines with the UV diver-
gence of the self energy diagram to produce a finite result. The third diagram is the same
as this, but with p→ p− q:
iM3 = i g
2
0
2(4pi)2
(
/p− /q
)
. (3.37)
When we sum the three diagrams, the terms linear in momentum cancel so there is no
finite field renormalization of the free Dirac operator in the effective Lagrangian
Mtot = g
2
0
3(4pi)2M2
(
1
2
q2/q +
1
2
p2/q − 2
3
p · q/q − 5
6
q2/p+ p · q/p− p2/p
)
. (3.38)
We now insert the appropriate couplings and count this amplitude twice for the different
particle species in the loop, one with g0 = g/
√
2, M = mW and the other with g0 =
g/(2 cos θW ), M = mZ . Using the result m
2
W = cos
2 θWm
2
Z the full amplitude can be
written in terms of the SU(2) coupling g and the W -boson mass as
M = 1
4
g2
(4pi)2m2W
[(
−p2 + p · q − 5
6
q2
)
/p+
(
1
2
p2 − 2
3
p · q + 1
2
q2
)
/q
]
. (3.39)
8The general form of the fermion vertex is Lint = g0K−(n−4)/4ψ¯ /A(1− γ5)/2ϕ for spinors ψ and ϕ, and
we insert appropriate couplings for g0 later.
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Poles and the Maxwell term. One might worry that the vertex proportional to (n−4)
in the Maxwell term (3.33) gives a finite contribution to the amplitude for the first diagram
in figure 4 due to poles in the loop integral. However, we now show this contribution
vanishes. We prove this for the Z-boson, with the W following in exactly the same way.
The relevant interaction is
Lint = (n− 4)
8
K−1
(
∂ρK · Z˜λ − ∂λK · Z˜ρ
)
Z˜ρλ (3.40)
=
(n− 4)
4
∂ρhZ˜λ
[
∂ρZ˜λ − ∂λZ˜ρ
]
. (3.41)
The amplitude for Lint is given by
iMpole =(n− 4)
4
(
− ig
2 cos θW
)2
× (3.42)∫
dnk
(2pi)n
[
[q · (p− k − q)− q · (p− k)]Dµλ(p− k)Dλσ(p− k − q)
− qρ(p− k − q)λDµλ(p− k)Dρσ(p− k − q)
+ qρ(p− k)λDµρ(p− k)Dλσ(p− k − q)
]
γµ
i/k
k2
γσ, (3.43)
where Dµν(p) is the Z˜ propagator:
Dµν(q) =
iηµν
q2 −m2Z
. (3.44)
Inserting (3.44), the amplitude reduces to
iMpole = (n− 4)
16 cos2 θW
g2
∫
dnq
(2pi)
[
qµ(p− k)σ − q2ηµσ − qσ(p− k − q)µ
]
× i
(p− k)2 −m2Z
γµ
i/k
k2
γσ
i
(p− k − q)2 −m2Z
. (3.45)
Only terms in the momentum integral which produce a pole in (n − 4) will contribute.
These come from the highest powers of loop momenta. Retaining only those terms we get
iMpole = (n− 4)
16 cos2 θW
g2
∫
dnq
(2pi)
[kµqσ − kσqµ] i
(p− k)2 −m2Z
γµ
i/k
k2
γσ
i
(p− k − q)2 −m2Z
+O(n− 4), (3.46)
but
[kµqσ − kσqµ] γµ/kγσ = 0, (3.47)
and so the momentum integral vanishes, verifying our claim that there is no contribution
in the n→ 4 limit from the Maxwell term.
One can in fact verify the general form of this amplitude (3.39) as follows. The amplitude
for the above process is given by
M(p, q) = 〈ν(p)|S |h(q), ν(p′)〉 . (3.48)
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Figure 5. The effective graviton vertex.
It follows from the unitarity of the scattering matrix that
M∗(p, q) = 〈h(q), ν(p′)|S |ν(p)〉 ≡M(p− q,−q), (3.49)
where in the last equality we used the fact this amplitude describes an incoming neutrino
of momentum p′ = p− q and incoming graviton of momentum q. If we write
M(p, q) = (αp2 + βp · q + γq2) /p+ (δp2 + εp · q + φq2) /q (3.50)
the relationM∗(p, q) = M(p− q,−q) in (3.49) implies the following relations amongst the
coefficients in (3.50)
β = −α, (3.51)
δ = −1
2
α, (3.52)
φ =
1
4
α− 1
2
γ − 1
2
ε , (3.53)
and it is easily checked that the corresponding values in (3.39) satisfy these relations.
We now compute the contribution from the graviton vertex in the effective action. In
order to do this we must expand the various neutrino-curvature operators to linear order
in h in terms of the tilde fields. Using the relation
Rµν = −∂µ∂νh− 1
2
ηµν∂
2h+O(h2), (3.54)
we find the following results
ν¯RRµνγ
µDννL =− ¯˜νR
[
∂µ∂νhγ
µ∂ν +
1
2
(∂2h)/∂
]
ν˜L,
∂µRν¯Rγ
µνL =− 3¯˜νR∂2/∂hν˜L,
Rν¯R /DνL :=− 3∂2h¯˜νRγ · ∂ν˜L,
√−gν¯RD2 /DνL =
{
¯˜νR
[
−h∂2 + ∂µh∂µ − i
2
σab∂
bh∂a
]
/∂ν˜L + ¯˜νR∂
2
[
−1
2
h/∂ +
3
4
/∂h
]
ν˜L
+
5
4
h¯˜νR∂
2/∂ν˜L − 3
4
¯˜νR∂
2/∂(hν˜L)
}
. (3.55)
The final result for Ld is more complicated than the others since there is an O(h) contri-
bution from the spin connection. A careful derivation can be found in appendix A.
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Using these expressions we can use the effective action (3.18) to calculate the total
momentum space contribution for the effective vertex as
Meff =
(
2dp2−2dp · q+
[
a+6c+
5
2
d
]
q2
)
/p+
(
−dp2+2ap · q+
[
3ib− 3
2
a−3c− 3
4
d
]
q2
)
/q.
(3.56)
The full amplitude has no imaginary part and so b = 0. The remaining effective co-
efficients are given by solving 6 equations in the remaining 3 unknowns a, c, d given by
comparing (3.56) with (3.39). In fact, the hermiticity constraints mean that the number of
independent equations is actually 3 rather than 6, due to the inter-relations (3.51) – (3.53)
amongst the effective couplings. The equations are solved by
a = − 1
12
g2
(4pi)2m2W
, c =
1
32
g2
(4pi)2m2W
, d = −1
8
g2
(4pi)2m2W
, (3.57)
thus completing our calculation of the effective action to O(g2). In so doing we have verified
the validity of the form of the effective action, and explicitly calculated the strength of
these strong equivalence violating curvature couplings. In the following section we discuss
the physical interpretation of this violation and look at its implications for the nature of
neutrino propagation.
Discrete symmetries revisited. The lack of an imaginary part of the loop amplitude
means that Lb (which is CP odd) finds no support. As a result, the only remaining operators
are La, Lc and Ld, which respect the tree-level symmetries CP and CPT of the tree-level
action. The final form of Γ is given by:
Γ =
∫
d4x
√
−g(x)
[
ν¯Ri /DνL − 1
12
g2
(4pi)2m2W
ν¯Ri
(
2Rµνγ
µDν +
1
2
∂µRγ
µ
)
νL
+
1
32
g2
(4pi)2m2W
ν¯Ri
(
2R /D + ∂µRγ
µ
)
νL
− 1
8
g2
(4pi)2m2W
ν¯Ri
(
2D2 /D +
1
4
∂µRγ
µ
)
νL
]
. (3.58)
We infer from this that even though it is possible to construct hermitian operators
which would break them, the discrete symmetries C and CP are not anomalously broken
by the strong equivalence violating interactions generated by quantum loops. It therefore
appears that to induce the C and CP-violating curvature couplings required for gravita-
tional leptogenesis, there must already be a source of symmetry violation in the original
tree-level theory.
Moreover, the analysis above shows how it may be misleading to consider a single
symmetry-violating curvature interaction in isolation, since only when the complete set of
hermitian operators is considered is it possible to determine the coefficients in the effective
action and assess whether the discrete symmetries are conserved or broken.
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4 Dispersion relations, neutrino propagation and leptogenesis models
In this section we return to the analysis of dispersion relations introduced in section 2 and
show how the eikonal approximation is modified in the presence of various strong equiv-
alence violating curvature interactions. We discuss both those generated in the effective
action arising from quantum loop effects and the CP-violating interactions introduced by
hand in the leptogenesis model of ref. [4].
4.1 Gravitational effects on neutrino propagation
We begin with a discussion of the propagation of massless neutrinos in the standard model,
based on the effective action above. We show how the gravitational tidal forces encoded in
the low-energy effective action result in superluminal neutrino propagation.
First, we note that since
/DνL = 0 +O(g
2), (4.1)
the terms
diD2 /DνL, cR /DνL, (4.2)
only affect the equations of motion at O(g4). As a result, the O(g2) equation of motion is[
i /D + 2aiRµνγ
µDν + ib˜/∂R
]
νL = 0 (4.3)
where the factor b˜ can be determined from Γ by collecting like terms:
b˜ = − 1
24
g2
(4pi)2m2W
. (4.4)
We now insert the eikonal ansatz
νL =
(
a(s) − ib(s) − 2c(s) + . . .
)
u(s)e−iΘ/, (4.5)
which gives
O(1/) : (gµν + 2aRµν) γ
µkνa · u = 0 (4.6)
O(1) : (gµν + 2aRµν) γ
µDνa · u+ ib˜γµ∂µRa · u+ (gµν + 2aRµν) γµkνb · u = 0, (4.7)
where, as usual, the wave-vector is kµ = ∂µΘ. The leading order term gives the quantum
corrected dispersion relation. To O(g2), we find
k2 + 4aRµνk
µkν = 0, (4.8)
which is elegantly rewritten in terms of an effective metric Gµν = gµν + 4aRµν , since then
we have simply
Gµνk
µkν = 0 . (4.9)
This ‘bimetric’ interpretation has previously been developed in the context of photon prop-
agation in curved spacetime in, e.g. [5, 17].
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To deduce the evolution of the amplitude, it is more convenient to use the method
described in section 2 of squaring the Dirac equation and analysing the resulting wave
equation. Including the curvature terms, this gives:
O(1/2) : (Gµνk
µkν) a · u = 0 (4.10)
O(1/) :
[
Gµνk
µDν +
1
2
Dµ(Gµνk
ν)− a i
4
kµDνRµνλρσ
λρ + b˜kµDµR
]
a · u
− (Gµνkµkν) b · u = 0 (4.11)
where the b · u term in (4.11) vanishes when the dispersion relation equation is applied
(see (2.28)). The O(1) term is readily derived and describes higher order variations of the
amplitude.
The first two terms in (4.11) are a straightforward generalisation of the earlier result
that the amplitude evolves along the trajectory according to the expansion of the geodesic
congruence. Apart from the occurrence of the effective metric Gµν , the significant difference
here is that due to the Ricci curvature term in the equation of motion, the amplitude
evolution now involves the uncontracted tensor Ωµν = Dµkν , so that both the expansion
and shear are involved. There are additional contributions from the Ricci term depending
on the spin-curvature interaction, and also from the variation of the Ricci scalar along the
trajectory.
In this case, therefore, the eikonal approach gives a clear solution describing a quasi-
plane wave with both an amplitude modulation over a length scale L ∼ 1/√R  λ and
a phase modulation over a similar scale. The dispersion relation is therefore modified as
in (4.8) with a consequent change in the phase velocity.
It is interesting to evaluate this explicitly for a cosmological spacetime. First, for any
background satisfying the Einstein equations, note that the dispersion relation at O(g2)
can be written in terms of the background matter energy-momentum tensor as
k2 + 4aTµνk
µkν = 0 . (4.12)
It follows that for any background satisying the null energy condition Tµνk
µkν > 0, the
wave-vector is timelike, k2 > 0. Notice however that this implies the phase velocity vph =
k0/|k| (with components defined in the vierbein frame) is superluminal.9
Expanding the dispersion relation (4.8) in components, we find in general
k0 = |k|
[
1− 2a
(
R00 + 2R0i
ki
|k| +Rij
kikj
|k|2
)]
. (4.13)
So in a FRW universe with energy density ρ and pressure p we find, restoring all factors,
that the neutrino phase velocity is
vph/c = 1 +
1
6
g21
(4pi)2m2W
~
c3
8piG
c4
(
p+ c2ρ
)
. (4.14)
This confirms the result first obtained by Ohkuwa [6] that the neutrino velocity derived
from the effective Lagrangian (3.18) is superluminal.
9See ref. [17] for a discussion of how this corresponds to a momentum interpretation, where p2 < 0 is
spacelike and the particle velocity v = |p|/p0 is superluminal and equal to the phase velocity vph above.
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Note, however, that although we have reproduced the same result as Ohkuwa, it was
far from obvious that this would be the case when the matching was imposed with the
complete form of the effective action with all the hermitian operators included, since in
the original work [6] only the coefficient of the La operator was considered. Moreover, by
carrying out a fully covariant eikonal analysis of the propagation equation for neutrinos,
we were able to determine not just the quantum correction to the dispersion relation but
also the evolution of the amplitude along the neutrino trajectory, revealing its dependence
on the operator Lb˜.
Notice also that since the dispersion relation above is derived from a low-energy effec-
tive action (recall that the Lagrangian (3.18) is a derivative expansion, valid for energies
below the W mass), this gives the phase velocity in the low-frequency limit. A full cal-
culation, especially determining the high-frequency limit of the phase velocity as required
for discussions of causality, would require the generalisation to spinors of the formalism
developed in refs. [24–26] to study the full frequency-dependence of the refractive index for
photon propagation in curved spacetimes.
4.2 CP-violating interactions and leptogenesis
In our construction of the effective Lagrangian (3.18), we found that the CP-violating
coupling Lb = ∂µRψ¯γ
µψ did not appear if we started from a CP-conserving fundamental
theory. However, by including CP-violating couplings, e.g. from neutrino flavour mixing,
in the original theory we could easily induce such terms in Leff . As explained earlier,
this term is of particular interest in gravitational leptogenesis. In a background with a
time-dependent Ricci scalar, a coupling 1
M2
∂µRJ
µ, where Jµ is a lepton number current,
resembles a chemical potential µ ∼ R˙ term which in a conventional flat space thermody-
namic analysis would produce a matter-antimatter asymmetry. This model, where Lb is
simply added by hand to the tree-level action with M being an arbitrary mass scale, has
been studied in refs. [4].
It is therefore interesting to examine the propagation equations for fermions in a theory
with a term of type Lb in the Dirac Lagrangian and to see how the CP violation and any
matter-antimatter asymmetry is manifested in the dispersion relation.
In this case, therefore, we start from the Lagrangian
L = ψ¯(i /D −m+ b/∂R)ψ = 0 , (4.15)
where in general b is an arbitrary coupling of dimension 1/M2. Note the all-important
factor of i difference from the b˜ term in the case above (compare (4.3)).
As we now show, the appropriate way to solve the propagation equations here is to
generalise the conventional eikonal ansatz to
ψ(x) =
(
a(s)(x)− ib(s)(x)+ . . .
)
u(s)(x)e−
i

(Θ(x)+α(x)+...) , (4.16)
where we also allow the phase itself to have corrections which are sub-leading in the counting
parameter .10 Substituting this ansatz into the Dirac equation (4.15) and setting kµ = ∂µΘ
10Note this is quite different from the case above where the entire phase was of order 1/, although Θ
itself was expanded in the subsidiary perturbative parameter g2R/m2W .
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as usual, we find
1

(/k −m)a.u+ ( /Dα+ b/R)a.u+ i ( /Da.u− (/k −m)b.u) = 0 . (4.17)
The natural solution is to take
det(/k −m) = 0 (4.18)
leading to
k2 −m2 = 0 , (4.19)
together with α = −bR, which removes the real part of the O(1) term. That is, we absorb
the whole curvature correction into the phase. In fact, this is immediately apparent from the
Lagrangian, since we can remove the Lb term by a change of variable ψ → eibRψ. In turn,
this simply reflects the fact that Lb involves the fermion number current, corresponding to
the global symmetry ψ → eiθψ.
To find the amplitude variation, it is most convenient to use the squared Dirac equation.
At O(1/2) this reproduces the dispersion relation above while at O(1/) we have simply(
k ·D + 1
2
D · k
)
a · u = 0 . (4.20)
The full solution is therefore
ψ(x) = a(s)u(s)e−i(Θ(x)−bR(x)) . (4.21)
This is to be interpreted as a phase modulation of the plane-wave solution of the free Dirac
equation. It is still important that the scale (in space or time) over which the frequency or
wavelength changes, which is set by the curvature, is much less than the fundamental fre-
quency so that we are still considering quasi-plane waves admitting an approximate particle
interpretation. The wave-vector Kµ for the quasi-plane wave, including the corrections, is
defined as the derivative of the entire phase, i.e. Kµ = kµ−b∂µR, and satisfies the modified
dispersion relation (from 4.19)
(Kµ + b∂µR)
2 −m2 = 0 . (4.22)
At leading order, the amplitude satisfies the evolution equation (4.20), so in terms of
the true wave-vector Kµ it propagates as usual according to the expansion scalar of the
congruence defined as the integral curves of Kµ + b∂µR.
Unlike the previous cases we have considered, where it was sufficient simply to look
at the particle solutions, because we are dealing here with a C odd correction term in
the Lagrangian we find a different dispersion relation for the antiparticles. It is clear
that the antiparticle solution (with the spinor v(s)) simply involves reversing the sign of
the curvature term in the phase and in the dispersion relation, so that the relations for
particles/anti-particles are
(Kµ ± b∂µR)2 −m2 = 0, (4.23)
respectively.
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This different phase modulation in the quasi-plane waves representing the particle and
antiparticle solutions opens the door to using the Lagrangian (4.15) as a source of matter-
antimatter asymmetry in realistic models of leptogenesis. As seen above, it is clearly closely
related to the original motivation for introducing the Lb correction as an effective chemical
potential for lepton number.
5 Discussion
In this paper, we have studied a number of fundamental theoretical issues related to grav-
itational leptogenesis. In particular, we have investigated whether the C, CP and CPT-
violating operators necessary to satisfy (or circumvent) the Sakharov conditions may be
generated at the quantum loop level through the mechanism of radiatively induced strong
equivalence principle breaking.
The effective action for standard model neutrinos in curved spacetime was constructed
by careful matching of perturbative Feynman amplitudes in a weak background field to
operators in an effective Lagrangian, emphasising the need to consider a complete set
of hermitian operators to ensure consistency. The first aim was to look for any sign of
“anomalous symmetry breaking”, i.e. whether any operators were induced at the quantum
level which did not respect the discrete symmetries of the original classical Lagrangian. In
fact, we found no evidence for this — in particular, CP violating operators of the form
∂µRψ¯γ
µψ, as required in the leptogenesis model of refs. [4], were shown not to be generated
in a theory with a CP conserving tree-level Lagrangian. It appears that if such interactions
are to arise in an effective Lagrangian, the underlying theory must already contain the seeds
of symmetry violation, e.g. in the form of explicit CP-violating coupling constants.
Radiatively-induced strong equivalence breaking interactions may nevertheless be im-
portant for leptogenesis through what we termed “environmental symmetry breaking”. In
a fixed background, the curvature acts as a, possibly space or time-dependent, coupling to
a fermion bilinear operator which need not share the symmetry of the combined term in
the effective Lagrangian. For example, while the full operator ∂µRψ¯γ
µψ respects CPT, the
fermion bilinear ψ¯γ0ψ itself is both CP and CPT odd, so in a spatially homogeneous and
isotropic background with a time-varying Ricci curvature R˙ 6= 0, effective CPT-varying
physical effects with matter-antimatter asymmetry will arise.
The way these curvature interactions produce matter-antimatter asymmetry is usually
presented either, as in ref. [4], by identifying the curvature as analogous to a chemical
potential for lepton number in conventional flat space thermodynamics, or by inferring a
splitting in energy levels for particles and antiparticles from a curvature-modified disper-
sion relation.
This motivated us to perform a detailed analysis of dispersion relations for fermion
theories in the presence of strong equivalence breaking curvature couplings, whether intro-
duced at tree level or arising through quantum loops. We emphasised the importance of
a fully-covariant description and the relation to physics in a local inertial frame was high-
lighted; in particular, it was shown that in a Riemannian background the spin connection
plays no role in the dispersion relation, contrary to some claims in the literature [9–11].
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Our analysis was carried out in the framework of the eikonal approximation, which clarifies
how to incorporate the hierarchy of scales characteristic of leptogenesis models.
Two models were considered in detail. In the case of neutrino propagation in the
standard model, it was possible to show that the quantum loop effects do modify the
leading eikonal term in the dispersion relation. Using our complete effective Lagrangian,
we were able to confirm an earlier result due to Ohkuwa that the low-frequency phase
velocity for massless neutrinos is superluminal in a gravitational background satisfying the
null energy condition. Assuming causality is respected, which requires the high-frequency
limit of the phase velocity to be c, this implies that the Kramers-Kronig relation is violated
for fermionic Green functions in curved spacetime, as has previously been demonstrated
for photon propagation in QED [24–26].
Finally, we investigated a model where the curvature couples directly to a lepton
number current through the CP-violating interaction ∂µRJ
µ. Here, we saw how a gen-
eralisation of the usual eikonal expansion shows that particle propagation is described by
phase-modulated quasi-plane waves in which the phase is modified by the Ricci scalar in
the opposite way for particles and antiparticles. In principle, therefore, this provides a
mechanism for gravitational leptogenesis.
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A Gravitational weak field expansion
We derive the O(h) expansion of the operator
√−gν¯RD2 /DνL. Firstly we substitute for ν˜
to get
√−gν¯RD2 /DνL =
√−g ¯˜νRD2 /Dν˜L − 3
4
h¯˜νR∂
2/∂ν˜L − 3
4
¯˜νR∂
2/∂(hν˜L) . (A.1)
Next we expand
√−g = 1 + 2h
√−gν¯RD2 /DνL = ¯˜νRD2 /Dν˜L + 5
4
h¯˜νR∂
2/∂ν˜L − 3
4
¯˜νR∂
2/∂(hν˜)L . (A.2)
Then we expand the first term as
√−g ¯˜νRD2 /Dν˜L= ¯˜νR
[
(1−h)ηµν∂µ∂ν+∂µh∂µ− i
2
σab∂
bh∂a
][
ηaνγa∂ν− 1
2
hγa∂
a+
n−1
4
/∂h
]
ν˜L.
(A.3)
Keeping only the linear h term we get,
√−g ¯˜νRD2 /Dν˜L= ¯˜νR
[
−hηµν∂µ∂ν+∂µh∂µ− i
2
σab∂
bh∂a
]
/∂ν˜L+¯˜νR∂
2
[
−1
2
hγa∂
a+
n−1
4
/∂h
]
ν˜L.
(A.4)
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Putting this together we find
Ld = id
√−gν¯RD2 /DνL = id
{
¯˜νR
[
−h∂2 + ∂µh∂µ − i
2
σab∂
bh∂a
]
/∂ν˜L
+ ¯˜νR∂
2
[
−1
2
h/∂ +
n− 1
4
/∂h
]
ν˜L
+
5
4
h¯˜νR∂
2/∂ν˜L − 3
4
¯˜νR∂
2/∂(hν˜L)
}
. (A.5)
B Discrete symmetries
In this appendix, we evaluate the transformations under C, P and T symmetries of the
operators appearing in the effective action. Note that we omit any total derivatives in the
equations shown below since they do not contribute to the action.
Charge conjugation. In what follows we make liberal use of the identity
CΓTµC = Γµ, (B.1)
as well as integration by parts and the property CT = −C. We begin with the operator
La which transforms under C as follows:
Ciν¯R
[
2Rµνγ
µDν +
1
2
∂µRγ
µ
]
νLC−1 =
(−νTC−1) i [2RµνγµDν + 1
2
∂µRγ
µ
]
1− γ5
2
C (ν¯)T
= ν¯iC
1− γT5
2
[
2Rµν
(←−
Dν
)T
+
1
2
∂µR
]
(γµ)T C−1ν
= −ν¯i1− γ5
2
[
2Rµν
←−
Dν +
1
2
∂µR
]
γµν
= ν¯i
1− γ5
2
[
2RµνD
ν + 2 (∇µRµν)− 1
2
∂µR
]
γµν
= ν¯i
[
2RµνD
ν +
1
2
∂µR
]
γµ
1 + γ5
2
ν
= ν¯Li
[
2RµνD
ν +
1
2
∂µR
]
γµνR . (B.2)
The steps for the operator Lc are identical and the operator Ld follows in much the same
way, with the additional use of the identity (3.10). For the operator Lb we have
C (∂µRν¯RγµνL) C−1 = ∂µR
(−νTC−1) γµ 1− γ5
2
C (ν¯)T
= ∂µRν¯C
T 1− γT5
2
(γµ)T
(
C−1
)T
ν
= ∂µRν¯C
1− γT5
2
ν (γµ)T C−1
= ∂µRν¯C
1− γT5
2
C−1C (γµ)T C−1ν
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= −∂µRν¯ 1− γ5
2
γµν
= −∂µRν¯LγµνR . (B.3)
This establishes the C transformation properties of the operators in the effective action.
Parity. As an example we look at the parity transformation of La. We have, using
PνP−1 = γ0ν:
Piν¯R
[
2Rµνγ
µDν +
1
2
∂µRγ
µ
]
νLP−1
= ν¯i
[
2(−)µ(−)νRµν(−)νDν + 1
2
(−)µ∂µR
]
(−)µγµ 1 + γ5
2
ν
= ν¯i
[
2RµνD
ν +
1
2
∂µR
]
γµ
1 + γ5
2
ν
= ν¯Li
[
2Rµνγ
µDν +
1
2
∂µRγ
µ
]
νR , (B.4)
where we used the result Γµγ0 = (−)µγ0Γµ to commute the γ0 to the left. The operators
Lc and Ld follow in a similar way. Next we look at Lb:
P (∂µRν¯RγµνL)P−1 = (−)µ∂µRν†γµ 1− γ5
2
γ0ν
= ∂µRν¯γ
µ 1 + γ5
2
ν
= ∂µRν¯Lγ
µνR . (B.5)
Time reversal. Using B†Γµ∗B = (−)µΓµ we find
T iν¯R
[
2Rµνγ
µDν +
1
2
∂µRγ
µ
]
νLT −1
= ν¯
[
2(−)µ(−)νRµν(−)νDν + 1
2
(−)µ∂µR
]
(−)µγµ 1− γ5
2
ν
= ν¯
[
2RµνD
ν +
1
2
∂µR
]
γµ
1− γ5
2
ν
= ν¯R
[
2Rµνγ
µDν +
1
2
∂µRγ
µ
]
νL . (B.6)
with the results for Lc and Ld following in a similar fashion. For Lb we have
T (∂µRν¯RγµνL) T −1 = −(−)µ∂µRν†B†γ0∗γµ∗ 1− γ
∗
5
2
Bν
= −∂µRν¯γµ 1− γ5
2
ν
= −∂µRν¯RγµνL. (B.7)
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